SHELTER FROM THE STORM: SRE 2020 CONVENING

REPRESENTED ORGANIZATIONS

American Conference of Cantors
American Jewish World Service (AJWS)
Amplifier
At The Well
Avi Schaefer Fund
Aviv Foundation
B'nai B'rith Camp
BBYO
Bend the Arc: A Jewish Partnership for Justice
California State University, Fullerton
Central Conference of American Rabbis
Central Synagogue
CFAR / Richard Levin & Associates
Charles and Lynn Schusterman Family Foundation
Cheryl Magen Coaching and Consulting
CJPAC (Canadian Jewish Political Affairs Committee)
Combined Jewish Philanthropies
Committee on Ethics Jewish Leadership
Congregation Shaar Hashomayim
CORIPHERY Holistic Consulting Solutions
Council of Young Jewish Presidents
Dayenu: A Jewish Call to Climate Action
DRG Search
Footsteps
Foundation for Jewish Camp
GatherDC
Goldring/Woldenberg Institute of Southern Jewish Life (ISJL)
Hadassah
HIAS
Hillel Foundation at University of Arizona
Hillel International
Hillel Ontario
Institute for Jewish Spirituality
Israel Policy Forum
JCC Association
JCC Chicago
JCC Manhattan
JCFS
JCFS Chicago
JCPA
JDC
Jewish Community Federation and Endowment Fund
Jewish Community Foundation of Los Angeles
Jewish Community Foundation of Southern Arizona
Jewish Family and Children's Services of Southern Arizona
Jewish Family Service & Children's Center of Clifton/Passaic
Jewish Federation of Greater Houston
Jewish Federation of Greater Pittsburgh
Jewish Federation of Greater Washington
Jewish Federation of Southern Arizona
Jewish Foundation of Southern Arizona
Jewish National Fund
Jewish Orthodox Feminist Alliance (JOFA)
Jewish Sacred Spaces
Jewish Social Justice Roundtable
Jewish Women International (JWI)
Jewish Women's Archive
Jewish Women’s Foundation of Greater Pittsburgh
Jewish Women's Foundation of New York
Jewish Women's Fund of Atlanta
Jewish Women's Foundation of Pittsburgh
JFCS of Southern Arizona
jGirls Magazine
Jim Joseph Foundation
JPRO Network
Jumpstart Labs
Kaplan Center for Jewish Peoplehood
Keshet
KU Hillel
Leading Edge
Leichtag Foundation
Lilith magazine
Lippman Kanfer Foundation for Living Torah
Love & Tradition Institute
Mayberg Foundation
Mayyim Hayyim Living Waters Community
Marlene Meyerson JCC Manhattan
Mikveh and Paula Brody & Family Education Center
Mishkan Chicago
Miss
Moishe House
Morris and Rosalind Goodman Family Foundation
Moving Traditions
MyZuzah
National Council of Jewish Women
NKK Strategic Consulting
Organization for the Resolution of Agunot (ORA)
Prizmah: Center for Jewish Day Schools
Project SARAH
R.Levy Consulting
Rally Point for Collaborative Change
Repair the World
revitaliyov.com
Rhoda +Co
Safety Respect Equity Network
Sageview Consulting
San Francisco Hillel
Sephardic Home for the Aged Foundation
Shalom Bayit
Shalom Hartman Institute
Shalom Hartman Institute of North America
Slingshot
SVIVAH

Ta’amod: Stand Up!
Temple Beth Shalom
Temple Israel of West Palm Beach
Temple Sinai Congregation of Toronto
The Board Member Institute
The Free Loan at the Jewish Federation
The Gender Equity in Hiring Project
The Greenberg Team Research and Evaluation Consulting
The Harry and Jeanette Weinberg Foundation
The Jewish Education Project
The Jewish Theological Seminary of America - JTS
The Klarman Family Foundation
The Russell Berrie Foundation
The Sephardic Home for the Aged Foundation
The Wexner Foundation
theatre dybbuk
Tikkun Olam Women’s Foundation (TOWF)
Tikkun Olam Women’s Foundation of Greater Washington
TIME’S UP Foundation/TIME’s UP Now
Tucson Jewish Community Center

UJA-Federation of New York
Union for Reform Judaism
University of Arizona Hillel Foundation
University of Michigan Hillel
UpStart
Women of Reform Judaism
Women’s Rabbinic Network